McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Eileen Auerbach
Monday, February 29, 2016 9:19 AM
Ginsburg, Phil (REC); Commission, Recpark (REC)
BreedStaff, (BOS)
Planning for professional soccer Kezar Stadium
Ordinance amending Section 4.10 of Park Code 6.15.2007.pdf

Importance:

High

Dear Phil Ginsburg and Recreation & Park Commissioners, I have just reviewed the staff proposal for a five‐year lease for
a new North American Soccer League (NASL)’s team, the Deltas.
Although soccer would be enjoyed in the Stadium, the team is insisting that alcohol sales and consumption be a part of
the deal with Rec and Park.
Because of the impact of alcohol on huge, crowded games like professional soccer, and because Kezar is a neighborhood
stadium directly across the street from surrounding homes and small businessses, I urge you to contest the overturning
of Section 4.10 of the Park Code which bans alcohol in certain areas of Golden Gate Park, including Kezar Stadium.
The Operations Committee of the Rec and Park Commission is meeting Thursday, March 3rd. I hope you will join with
the neighbors around Kezar Stadium as well as the Kezar Stadium Advisory Committee to continue this long‐standing
(over 25 years) ordinance and make certain this attendance of 6‐10,000 people is not encouraged to drink during the
games.
Thank you for your support in this very controversial aspect of what could otherwise be a good idea.
— Eileen Auerbach
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McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

notifications@typeform.com
Sunday, February 28, 2016 12:09 PM
alexis@sfdeltas.com; saml@bmwl.net; Commission, Recpark (REC)
Vote YES on the SF Deltas Kezar Stadium Proposal!

Commissioner Mark Buell, President
San Francisco Recreation and Park Commission
501 Stanyan Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Cc:
Commissioner Allan Low, Vice President
Commissioner Gloria Bonilla
Commissioner Tom Harrison
Commissioner Meagan Levitan
Commissioner Eric McDonnell
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager
Re: Support for the SF Deltas at Kezar Stadium
Dear Parks Commissioners,
There’s nothing like getting to see a sport being played professionally. I couldn’t be more excited to have the
opportunity to watch our team, the San Francisco Deltas, instead of making the drive to San Jose. I was
delighted to learn that professional soccer is headed to Kezar Stadium and the fact that the stadium is so
centrally located is wonderful.
San Francisco is a great city for fans of other sports, but soccer is the most popular sport in the world and it’s
time we had a team to call our own. This is a great opportunity, for people of all ages and backgrounds to enjoy
an activity together.
Please vote yes on this proposal, including making sure the team has what it needs to survive economically.
We’d hate this to be a repeat of earlier efforts when teams like the California Victory came and went.
Thank you for your time.


Full Name
Jeffrey Eade



Residence Address
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b338ecb708d99b89a18e128c80b8afac
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McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

blair jeffris
Monday, February 29, 2016 9:37 AM
Commission, Recpark (REC); Ginsburg, Phil (REC)
; Kristen Jeffris
opposed to sale of alcohol at Kezar

Hi Phil and others at SF Recreation and Park Commission,
I recently learned of a proposal to allow a pro soccer team to sell alcohol during its games at Kezar. I own a
home in the neighborhood on Arguello Blvd. I'm totally opposed to the sale of alcohol at Kezar during regularly
scheduled sports events. I don't think I need to explain why. This is a residential neighborhood, and we don't
want to deal with a swarm of drunk/buzzed sports fans every other week of the year. It's a terrible plan that
directly affects those of us living in the neighborhood. If anything, you should follow the lead of many college
stadiums that ban the sale of alcohol.
I can understand if the team needs to be able to sell alcohol as part of its business plan. If this is the case, then
Kezar is not the right home for them.
I look forward to learning more about your plans and will stay involved. I will support a good plan for this team
to use Kezar, but I will strongly oppose any plan that involves the sale of alcohol.
-Blair Jeffris

--
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McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

notifications@typeform.com
Monday, February 29, 2016 10:19 AM
alexis@sfdeltas.com; saml@bmwl.net; Commission, Recpark (REC)
Vote YES on the SF Deltas Kezar Stadium Proposal!

Commissioner Mark Buell, President
San Francisco Recreation and Park Commission
501 Stanyan Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Cc:
Commissioner Allan Low, Vice President
Commissioner Gloria Bonilla
Commissioner Tom Harrison
Commissioner Meagan Levitan
Commissioner Eric McDonnell
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager
Re: Support for the SF Deltas at Kezar Stadium
Dear Parks Commissioners,
There’s nothing like getting to see a sport being played professionally. I couldn’t be more excited to have the
opportunity to watch our team, the San Francisco Deltas, instead of making the drive to San Jose. I was
delighted to learn that professional soccer is headed to Kezar Stadium and the fact that the stadium is so
centrally located is wonderful.
San Francisco is a great city for fans of other sports, but soccer is the most popular sport in the world and it’s
time we had a team to call our own. This is a great opportunity, for people of all ages and backgrounds to enjoy
an activity together.
Please vote yes on this proposal, including making sure the team has what it needs to survive economically.
We’d hate this to be a repeat of earlier efforts when teams like the California Victory came and went.
Thank you for your time.


Full Name
Nathaniel Chung



Residence Address
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03fcfa5f5f03013d4ffd0289702e20b0
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McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

notifications@typeform.com
Monday, February 29, 2016 10:47 AM
alexis@sfdeltas.com; saml@bmwl.net; Commission, Recpark (REC)
Vote YES on the SF Deltas Kezar Stadium Proposal!

Commissioner Mark Buell, President
San Francisco Recreation and Park Commission
501 Stanyan Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Cc:
Commissioner Allan Low, Vice President
Commissioner Gloria Bonilla
Commissioner Tom Harrison
Commissioner Meagan Levitan
Commissioner Eric McDonnell
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager
Re: Support for the SF Deltas at Kezar Stadium
Dear Parks Commissioners,
There’s nothing like getting to see a sport being played professionally. I couldn’t be more excited to have the
opportunity to watch our team, the San Francisco Deltas, instead of making the drive to San Jose. I was
delighted to learn that professional soccer is headed to Kezar Stadium and the fact that the stadium is so
centrally located is wonderful.
San Francisco is a great city for fans of other sports, but soccer is the most popular sport in the world and it’s
time we had a team to call our own. This is a great opportunity, for people of all ages and backgrounds to enjoy
an activity together.
Please vote yes on this proposal, including making sure the team has what it needs to survive economically.
We’d hate this to be a repeat of earlier efforts when teams like the California Victory came and went.
Thank you for your time.


Full Name
Anthony Lee



Residence Address
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541239381a71d421ee5fabbf6e4a3d18
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McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

notifications@typeform.com
Monday, February 29, 2016 10:50 AM
alexis@sfdeltas.com; saml@bmwl.net; Commission, Recpark (REC)
Vote YES on the SF Deltas Kezar Stadium Proposal!

Commissioner Mark Buell, President
San Francisco Recreation and Park Commission
501 Stanyan Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Cc:
Commissioner Allan Low, Vice President
Commissioner Gloria Bonilla
Commissioner Tom Harrison
Commissioner Meagan Levitan
Commissioner Eric McDonnell
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager
Re: Support for the SF Deltas at Kezar Stadium
Dear Parks Commissioners,
There’s nothing like getting to see a sport being played professionally. I couldn’t be more excited to have the
opportunity to watch our team, the San Francisco Deltas, instead of making the drive to San Jose. I was
delighted to learn that professional soccer is headed to Kezar Stadium and the fact that the stadium is so
centrally located is wonderful.
San Francisco is a great city for fans of other sports, but soccer is the most popular sport in the world and it’s
time we had a team to call our own. This is a great opportunity, for people of all ages and backgrounds to enjoy
an activity together.
Please vote yes on this proposal, including making sure the team has what it needs to survive economically.
We’d hate this to be a repeat of earlier efforts when teams like the California Victory came and went.
Thank you for your time.


Full Name
Jaime Watson



Residence Address
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d7103cab2a3fd94525cf076496641f48
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McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

notifications@typeform.com
Monday, February 29, 2016 10:57 AM
alexis@sfdeltas.com; saml@bmwl.net; Commission, Recpark (REC)
Vote YES on the SF Deltas Kezar Stadium Proposal!

Commissioner Mark Buell, President
San Francisco Recreation and Park Commission
501 Stanyan Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Cc:
Commissioner Allan Low, Vice President
Commissioner Gloria Bonilla
Commissioner Tom Harrison
Commissioner Meagan Levitan
Commissioner Eric McDonnell
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager
Re: Support for the SF Deltas at Kezar Stadium
Dear Parks Commissioners,
There’s nothing like getting to see a sport being played professionally. I couldn’t be more excited to have the
opportunity to watch our team, the San Francisco Deltas, instead of making the drive to San Jose. I was
delighted to learn that professional soccer is headed to Kezar Stadium and the fact that the stadium is so
centrally located is wonderful.
San Francisco is a great city for fans of other sports, but soccer is the most popular sport in the world and it’s
time we had a team to call our own. This is a great opportunity, for people of all ages and backgrounds to enjoy
an activity together.
Please vote yes on this proposal, including making sure the team has what it needs to survive economically.
We’d hate this to be a repeat of earlier efforts when teams like the California Victory came and went.
Thank you for your time.


Full Name
Holly Bauer



Residence Address
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1e7bd3898d55fa7a483a0fb69c05f7a2
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McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

notifications@typeform.com
Monday, February 29, 2016 10:57 AM
alexis@sfdeltas.com; saml@bmwl.net; Commission, Recpark (REC)
Vote YES on the SF Deltas Kezar Stadium Proposal!

Commissioner Mark Buell, President
San Francisco Recreation and Park Commission
501 Stanyan Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Cc:
Commissioner Allan Low, Vice President
Commissioner Gloria Bonilla
Commissioner Tom Harrison
Commissioner Meagan Levitan
Commissioner Eric McDonnell
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager
Re: Support for the SF Deltas at Kezar Stadium
Dear Parks Commissioners,
There’s nothing like getting to see a sport being played professionally. I couldn’t be more excited to have the
opportunity to watch our team, the San Francisco Deltas, instead of making the drive to San Jose. I was
delighted to learn that professional soccer is headed to Kezar Stadium and the fact that the stadium is so
centrally located is wonderful.
San Francisco is a great city for fans of other sports, but soccer is the most popular sport in the world and it’s
time we had a team to call our own. This is a great opportunity, for people of all ages and backgrounds to enjoy
an activity together.
Please vote yes on this proposal, including making sure the team has what it needs to survive economically.
We’d hate this to be a repeat of earlier efforts when teams like the California Victory came and went.
Thank you for your time.


Full Name
Alexander Silarajs



Residence Address
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5a84cdac51c8c83cd4fa0e019eb3a997
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McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

notifications@typeform.com
Monday, February 29, 2016 11:12 AM
alexis@sfdeltas.com; saml@bmwl.net; Commission, Recpark (REC)
Vote YES on the SF Deltas Kezar Stadium Proposal!

Commissioner Mark Buell, President
San Francisco Recreation and Park Commission
501 Stanyan Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Cc:
Commissioner Allan Low, Vice President
Commissioner Gloria Bonilla
Commissioner Tom Harrison
Commissioner Meagan Levitan
Commissioner Eric McDonnell
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager
Re: Support for the SF Deltas at Kezar Stadium
Dear Parks Commissioners,
There’s nothing like getting to see a sport being played professionally. I couldn’t be more excited to have the
opportunity to watch our team, the San Francisco Deltas, instead of making the drive to San Jose. I was
delighted to learn that professional soccer is headed to Kezar Stadium and the fact that the stadium is so
centrally located is wonderful.
San Francisco is a great city for fans of other sports, but soccer is the most popular sport in the world and it’s
time we had a team to call our own. This is a great opportunity, for people of all ages and backgrounds to enjoy
an activity together.
Please vote yes on this proposal, including making sure the team has what it needs to survive economically.
We’d hate this to be a repeat of earlier efforts when teams like the California Victory came and went.
Thank you for your time.


Full Name
Jeremy Chipman



Residence Address
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84eec0a5b0d30f2ce286093e2240bebf
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McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

notifications@typeform.com
Monday, February 29, 2016 11:13 AM
alexis@sfdeltas.com; saml@bmwl.net; Commission, Recpark (REC)
Vote YES on the SF Deltas Kezar Stadium Proposal!

Commissioner Mark Buell, President
San Francisco Recreation and Park Commission
501 Stanyan Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Cc:
Commissioner Allan Low, Vice President
Commissioner Gloria Bonilla
Commissioner Tom Harrison
Commissioner Meagan Levitan
Commissioner Eric McDonnell
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager
Re: Support for the SF Deltas at Kezar Stadium
Dear Parks Commissioners,
There’s nothing like getting to see a sport being played professionally. I couldn’t be more excited to have the
opportunity to watch our team, the San Francisco Deltas, instead of making the drive to San Jose. I was
delighted to learn that professional soccer is headed to Kezar Stadium and the fact that the stadium is so
centrally located is wonderful.
San Francisco is a great city for fans of other sports, but soccer is the most popular sport in the world and it’s
time we had a team to call our own. This is a great opportunity, for people of all ages and backgrounds to enjoy
an activity together.
Please vote yes on this proposal, including making sure the team has what it needs to survive economically.
We’d hate this to be a repeat of earlier efforts when teams like the California Victory came and went.
Thank you for your time.


Full Name
Muamer Cisija



Residence Address
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a4cf6874d0eef722bb510ea47e878f02
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McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

notifications@typeform.com
Monday, February 29, 2016 11:29 AM
alexis@sfdeltas.com; saml@bmwl.net; Commission, Recpark (REC)
Vote YES on the SF Deltas Kezar Stadium Proposal!

Commissioner Mark Buell, President
San Francisco Recreation and Park Commission
501 Stanyan Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Cc:
Commissioner Allan Low, Vice President
Commissioner Gloria Bonilla
Commissioner Tom Harrison
Commissioner Meagan Levitan
Commissioner Eric McDonnell
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager
Re: Support for the SF Deltas at Kezar Stadium
Dear Parks Commissioners,
There’s nothing like getting to see a sport being played professionally. I couldn’t be more excited to have the
opportunity to watch our team, the San Francisco Deltas, instead of making the drive to San Jose. I was
delighted to learn that professional soccer is headed to Kezar Stadium and the fact that the stadium is so
centrally located is wonderful.
San Francisco is a great city for fans of other sports, but soccer is the most popular sport in the world and it’s
time we had a team to call our own. This is a great opportunity, for people of all ages and backgrounds to enjoy
an activity together.
Please vote yes on this proposal, including making sure the team has what it needs to survive economically.
We’d hate this to be a repeat of earlier efforts when teams like the California Victory came and went.
Thank you for your time.


Full Name
Nadja pentic



Residence Address
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38a8d543ce02ca26018dc2ad61610796
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McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

William Pietri <william@scissor.com>
Monday, February 29, 2016 11:49 AM
Commission, Recpark (REC)
Pro soccer at Kezar

Dear Parks Commissioners:
A friend mentions that you'll be considering allowing professional soccer to be played at Kezar Stadium. I write to
express my enthusiasm for that.
My nephew, who has played soccer since kindergarten, has turned me into a fan. When he visits, I'd love to be able to
take him to see a real professional soccer game right here in San Francisco. He enjoys seeing a baseball game well
enough, but soccer's the sport most dear to his heart, so heading up to Kezar to see real soccer would be a delight for
both of us.
Best regards,
William Pietri
Mission District, San Francisco
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McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

notifications@typeform.com
Monday, February 29, 2016 11:51 AM
alexis@sfdeltas.com; saml@bmwl.net; Commission, Recpark (REC)
Vote YES on the SF Deltas Kezar Stadium Proposal!

Commissioner Mark Buell, President
San Francisco Recreation and Park Commission
501 Stanyan Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Cc:
Commissioner Allan Low, Vice President
Commissioner Gloria Bonilla
Commissioner Tom Harrison
Commissioner Meagan Levitan
Commissioner Eric McDonnell
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager
Re: Support for the SF Deltas at Kezar Stadium
Dear Parks Commissioners,
There’s nothing like getting to see a sport being played professionally. I couldn’t be more excited to have the
opportunity to watch our team, the San Francisco Deltas, instead of making the drive to San Jose. I was
delighted to learn that professional soccer is headed to Kezar Stadium and the fact that the stadium is so
centrally located is wonderful.
San Francisco is a great city for fans of other sports, but soccer is the most popular sport in the world and it’s
time we had a team to call our own. This is a great opportunity, for people of all ages and backgrounds to enjoy
an activity together.
Please vote yes on this proposal, including making sure the team has what it needs to survive economically.
We’d hate this to be a repeat of earlier efforts when teams like the California Victory came and went.
Thank you for your time.


Full Name
Michelle Hyde



Residence Address
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92b0509088b47534228a71f849046d4e
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McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

notifications@typeform.com
Monday, February 29, 2016 11:52 AM
alexis@sfdeltas.com; saml@bmwl.net; Commission, Recpark (REC)
Vote YES on the SF Deltas Kezar Stadium Proposal!

Commissioner Mark Buell, President
San Francisco Recreation and Park Commission
501 Stanyan Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Cc:
Commissioner Allan Low, Vice President
Commissioner Gloria Bonilla
Commissioner Tom Harrison
Commissioner Meagan Levitan
Commissioner Eric McDonnell
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager
Re: Support for the SF Deltas at Kezar Stadium
Dear Parks Commissioners,
There’s nothing like getting to see a sport being played professionally. I couldn’t be more excited to have the
opportunity to watch our team, the San Francisco Deltas, instead of making the drive to San Jose. I was
delighted to learn that professional soccer is headed to Kezar Stadium and the fact that the stadium is so
centrally located is wonderful.
San Francisco is a great city for fans of other sports, but soccer is the most popular sport in the world and it’s
time we had a team to call our own. This is a great opportunity, for people of all ages and backgrounds to enjoy
an activity together.
Please vote yes on this proposal, including making sure the team has what it needs to survive economically.
We’d hate this to be a repeat of earlier efforts when teams like the California Victory came and went.
Thank you for your time.


Full Name
Michael Peterson



Residence Address
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45b7872f5813ffa3e5351652f5cceb2f
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McArthur, Margaret (REC)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

notifications@typeform.com
Monday, February 29, 2016 12:05 PM
alexis@sfdeltas.com; saml@bmwl.net; Commission, Recpark (REC)
Vote YES on the SF Deltas Kezar Stadium Proposal!

Commissioner Mark Buell, President
San Francisco Recreation and Park Commission
501 Stanyan Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
Cc:
Commissioner Allan Low, Vice President
Commissioner Gloria Bonilla
Commissioner Tom Harrison
Commissioner Meagan Levitan
Commissioner Eric McDonnell
Phil Ginsburg, General Manager
Re: Support for the SF Deltas at Kezar Stadium
Dear Parks Commissioners,
There’s nothing like getting to see a sport being played professionally. I couldn’t be more excited to have the
opportunity to watch our team, the San Francisco Deltas, instead of making the drive to San Jose. I was
delighted to learn that professional soccer is headed to Kezar Stadium and the fact that the stadium is so
centrally located is wonderful.
San Francisco is a great city for fans of other sports, but soccer is the most popular sport in the world and it’s
time we had a team to call our own. This is a great opportunity, for people of all ages and backgrounds to enjoy
an activity together.
Please vote yes on this proposal, including making sure the team has what it needs to survive economically.
We’d hate this to be a repeat of earlier efforts when teams like the California Victory came and went.
Thank you for your time.


Full Name
Jennifer Mcadam



Residence Address
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bce887f53cb4a41a47ff80d4152f22d7
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